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Heterogeneous catalysts are essential ingredients for making 85-90% of the products of the chemical 
industry. Elucidation of catalysis by transition metal oxides with theoretical methods has been challenging 
due to inherent heterogeneity of their catalytically active surfaces and limitations of available quantum 
chemical methods. Nevertheless, a growing list of chemistries with the determinative role of initially present 
or in situ formed metal oxides necessitates urgent advancements in both their mechanistic understanding 
and quantum theoretical method development.
In the first part of my talk, I will focus on selective carbon-oxygen bond activation on a mixed Ru/RuO2 
catalyst as a model chemistry relevant to renewable chemicals production and illustrate how first principles 
theoretical insights and microkinetic modeling revealed a trifunctional catalytic mechanism, consistent with 
every aspect of available experimental data. Based on mechanistic understanding, I will highlight theo-
ry-inspired principles of simultaneous design of the metal oxide catalyst and the reaction substrate and 
demonstrate their applicability to the seemingly unrelated areas of bimetallic and single-atom catalysis. 
Complexities in heterogeneous catalysis motivate the development of accelerated methods (“reactive force 
fields”) to traverse configuration spaces in a computationally efficient manner. In the second part of the 
talk, I will describe a strategy to derive a reactive force field from first principles, by simplifying Kohn-Sh-
am DFT equations through the application of the Weeks-Anderson-Davidson chemical pseudopotential 
theory. The resulting method shows promising, and to some extent, unexpected accuracy and transferabili-
ty for model molecules composed of Group 1 elements. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first exam-
ple of the topological and spin parameter transferability, exhibited by a semiempirical reactive potential.
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